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(57) ABSTRACT 

An approach relating to providing a user an ability to place 
sites into multiple categories and providing applications an 
ability to query a configuration for members of the categories. 
The approach not only may provide a user an ability to easily 
create, deploy, modify and monitor a multi-site enterprise 
hundreds and thousands of remote building management sys 
tem site controllers and allow the user to establish each site 
within the context of a single enterprise group, but it may also 
incorporate where the site controllers can be identified, sorted 
or managed within multiple categorical groupings. For 
example, categorical groupings may facilitate managing the 
configurations at the sites, applying an operational setting by 
Selecting a logical category, applying common operating 
parameters to multiple sites, and so forth. 
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BUILDING MANAGEMENT SYSTEM SITE 
CATEGORIES 

0001. The present application is a Continuation-in-Part of 
U.S. patent application Ser. No. 12/260,046, filed Oct. 28, 
2008, and entitled “A Building Management Configuration 
System’. U.S. patent application Ser. No. 12/260,046, filed 
Oct. 28, 2008, is hereby incorporated by reference. 
0002 The present application also is a Continuation-in 
Part of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 12/895,590, filed Sep. 
30, 2010, entitled “A Site Controller Discovery and Import 
System”; U.S. patent application Ser. No. 12/895,609, filed 
Sep. 30, 2010, and entitled "A Quick Connect and Discon 
nect, Base Line Configuration, and Style Configurator; and 
U.S. patent application Ser. No. 12/895,640, filed Sep. 30, 
2010, and entitled "A User Interface List Control System'. 
0003 U.S. patent application Ser. No. 12/895,590, filed 
Sep. 30, 2010, is hereby incorporated by reference. U.S. 
patent application Ser. No. 12/895,609, filed Sep. 30, 2010, is 
hereby incorporated by reference. U.S. patent application Ser. 
No. 12/895,640, filed Sep. 30, 2010, is hereby incorporated 
by reference. 

BACKGROUND 

0004. The present disclosure pertains to controllers and 
particularly to site controllers. More particularly, the disclo 
Sure pertains to groupings or categories as related to control 
lers. 

SUMMARY 

0005. The disclosure relates to an approach pertaining to 
providing a user an ability to place sites into multiple catego 
ries and providing applications an ability to query a configu 
ration for members of the categories. The approach not only 
may provide a user an ability to easily create, deploy, modify 
and monitor a multi-site enterprise hundreds and thousands of 
remote building management system site controllers and 
allow the user to establish each site within the context of a 
single enterprise group, but it may also incorporate where the 
site controllers can be identified, sorted or managed within 
multiple categorical groupings. For example, categorical 
groupings may facilitate managing the configurations at the 
sites, applying an operational setting by selecting a logical 
category, applying common operating parameters to multiple 
sites, and so forth. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

0006 FIG. 1 is a flow diagram of site category usage; 
0007 FIG. 2 is a diagram relating to site category configu 
ration; 
0008 FIG. 3 shows a table of sites showing a group, site 
and site category: 
0009 FIG. 4 is a diagram of a table hierarchy: 
0010 FIG. 5 is a diagram showing a list of tables such as 
a site table, site category table, a category type table and a 
category name table; 
0011 FIGS. 6 and 7 are diagrams of two screen captures 
showing a site with some site category type/name sets con 
figured; 
0012 FIG. 8 is a diagram showing a schema that captures 
an example of site category, category type and category name 
tables; 
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0013 FIGS. 9, 10 and 11 are diagrams revealing a data 
dictionary for new tables; 
0014 FIG. 12 is a diagram of a group table showing model 
data and group designations; 
0015 FIG. 13 is a diagram of a site table showing model 
data site instances; 
0016 FIG. 14 is a diagram of a category type table show 
ing distinct site category type designations; 
0017 FIG. 15 is a diagram of a category name table show 
ing distinct site category name designations; 
0018 FIG. 16 is a diagram of a site category table; 
0019 FIG. 17 is a diagram of a table showing an example 
structured query language result with category type and cat 
egory name headings; 
0020 FIG. 18 is a diagram of a screen print showing 
example results of a BQL query executed against an internal 
Supervisor configuration file having headings of category 
type and category name: 
0021 FIG. 19 is a diagram of a table showing an example 
SQL result with site number, city and state headings; 
0022 FIG. 20 is a diagram of a screen print showing 
example results of a BQL query executed against an internal 
Supervisor configuration file having headings of site number, 
city, state, control system, group and site name: 
0023 FIG. 21 is a diagram of a model of deployment 
architecture; 
0024 FIGS. 22, 23 and 24 are diagrams of an import site 
controller station approach: 
0025 FIGS. 25, 26 and 27 are diagrams illustrating an 
approach for site controller auto discovery service; and 
(0026 FIG. 28 is a flow diagram of XCM site controller 
discovery and import approaches. 
0027 FIG. 29 is a screen diagram of a related art user 
application navigation view: 
0028 FIG. 30 is a screen diagram of a related art user 
application alarm view; 
0029 FIG. 31 is a screen diagram of a present user appli 
cation showing multiple businesses; 
0030 FIG. 32 is a screen diagram of a present user appli 
cation showing multiple sites; 
0031 FIG.33 is a screen diagram of a present user appli 
cation showing multiple executives; 
0032 FIG. 34 is a screen diagram of a present user appli 
cation alarm view: 
0033 FIG. 35 is diagram of a deployment architecture 
overview of the present system; 
0034 FIGS. 36 and 37 are diagrams of system configura 
tion, site controller deployment, and runtime activities; 
0035 FIG. 38 is a diagram of a screen showing no pre 
existing configuration; 
0036 FIG. 39 is a diagram of a screen showing a menu 
option for creating a business group; 
0037 FIG. 40 is a diagram of a screen showing a box for 
entering the group name and number; 
0038 FIG. 41 is a diagram of a screen showing the results 
from creating a group component; 
0039 FIG. 42 is a diagram of a screen showing a menu for 
adding a new site; 
0040 FIG. 43 is a diagram of a screen showing a box for 
entering the site name and number, 
0041 FIG. 44 is a diagram of a screen showing a creation 
of a site component; 
0042 FIG. 45 is a diagram of a screen showing a menu for 
adding a creating an executive; 
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0043 FIG. 46 is a diagram of a screen showing a box for 
entering the executive name and number, 
0044 FIG. 47 is a diagram of a screen showing the result 
ant executive added; 
0045 FIG. 48 is a diagram of a screen showing the adding 
the site controller specific configurations prior to download; 
0046 FIG. 49 is a diagram of a screen showing lines for 
the entering the address of the site controller to prepare for 
download; 
0047 FIG.50 is a diagram of a screen showing a menu for 
downloading to the site controller, 
0048 FIG. 51 is a diagram of a screen showing the down 
load and automatic backup of the site controller after a down 
load to it; 
0049 FIG. 52 is a diagram of a screen showing the com 
ponents in the downloaded site controller; 
0050 FIG. 53 is a diagram of a screen showing a basis of 
navigation for accessing the site controller, 
0051 FIG. 54 is a diagram of a screen showing an alarm 
console view with alarms differentiated by the group, site and 
XCM names of where each alarm came from; 
0052 FIG.55 is a diagram of significant components and 
architecture of the a user interface list control system; 
0053 FIGS. 56, 57, 58, 59 and 60 are diagrams of a user 
interface and data flow for a user interface list control to set 
control entity, Schedule entity, alarm type, history point group 
and site category names, respectively; and 
0054 FIG. 61 is a diagram of a user interface and data flow 
for a user interface list control to set a component name. 

DESCRIPTION 

0055 An OpusTM Supervisor user application may pro 
vide a user the ability to easily create, deploy, modify and 
monitor a multi-site enterprise hundreds and thousands of 
remote Opus building management systems (BMS) XCM site 
controllers. The Opus Supervisor allows the user to establish 
each site within the context of a single enterprise group. 
Further requirements may include where the OpusXCM site 
controllers need to be identified, sorted or managed within 
multiple categorical groupings. The following use case sce 
narios will serve to communicate the problems this invention 
will solve. 
0056. A user scenario may be noted. The Opus customer 
needs to participate in an enterprise-wide power demand 
reduction program where multiple XCM site controllers will 
be triggered to shed energy use. Within the Opus Supervisor, 
sites can be categorized into electrical utility provider catego 
ries. When the signal to reduce energy is sent to the Opus 
Supervisor, it can relay the signal to the sites in the appropri 
ate utility category. This categorical grouping may facilitate 
both managing the configurations at the sites as well as report 
generation. 
0057 Another user scenario may be noted. The Opus cus 
tomer needs to apply common operating parameters and 
occupancy schedule updates to multiple sites that are grouped 
in the same geographical region or by other common site 
property. The user needs to be able to quickly and easily apply 
the operational setting by selecting the logical category and 
upon initiation of the batch operation. The Opus Supervisor 
may send the change to all the sites in the select category. 
0058 An example would be if the user needs to apply a 
holiday occupancy schedule change to set of sites within a 
common region. This also may require a convenient method 
to identify the target sites. 
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0059. This disclosure may relate specifically to the design 
and implementation of providing the user the ability to place 
sites into multiple categories and providing applications the 
ability to query this configuration for the members of the 
categories. 
0060. The present disclosure may be related to the context 
of U.S. patent application Ser. No. 12/260,046, filed Oct. 28, 
2008, and entitled “A Building Management Configuration 
System’. In order to identify and manage the remote sites in 
one or more categorical groups, the user is required to attach 
Opus Site Category property markers to the site level con 
figuration. The user will attach one or more of these markers 
to specifically assign the site to a category. A table shown in 
FIG.3 may serve as an example. 
0061. A symbol, as referred to herein relative to the Fig 
ures, may be representative of a step, process, action, module, 
block hardware, software or other representable items. 
0062 FIG. 1 is a flow diagram of site category usage. In 
block 40, representing an Opus architect (client), from a start 
41, a user may connect to an Opus Supervisor at symbol 42. At 
symbol 43, the user may view alarms, view histories or navi 
gate to sites. The user may first view alarms by navigating to 
an alarm console at Symbol 44. At symbol 46, alarms may be 
requested from an Opus database (data store) 45, in the Opus 
supervisor server at symbol 50. The user may filter or sort 
alarm records on a site category in the alarm console view at 
symbol 47. This approach may come to a stop 48. 
0063. The user may also from symbol 43 view histories by 

first navigating to a history viewer at symbol 49. At symbol 
51, a site category may be selected from which a history may 
be viewed. Sites may be selected for the selected site category 
at symbol 52. At symbol 53, a controller and history points 
may be selected. History logs may be retrieved from the Opus 
database 45 at symbol 54. At symbol 55, history data may be 
viewed. The user may stop at symbol 48. 
0064. The user may also from symbol 43 navigate to a site. 
To start, the user may navigate to a main table view at symbol 
56. At symbol 57, Opus enterprise model elements may be 
retrieved at the Opus supervisor server at symbol 50 from a 
symbol 58 representing Opus enterprise model tree elements. 
Within symbol 58 may be a symbol 59 representing Opus 
enterprise model site elements. Within a symbol 59 may be a 
symbol 61 representing an Opus site category property. Upon 
retrieving Opus enterprise model elements at symbol 57, a list 
of unique site categories may be shown at symbol 62. At 
symbol 63, the user may select a site category. A list of sites 
in the selected category may be shown at Symbol 64. A 
desired site may be selected from the list by the user at symbol 
65. Then the user may select an XCM and connect to it at 
symbol 66. The approach may stop at symbol 48. 
0065. An opus XCM at symbol 60 may, like the Opus 
supervisor server at symbol 50, also have Opus enterprise 
model tree elements represented at symbol 68, and within that 
symbol have a symbol 69 representing Opus enterprise model 
site elements. Within symbol 69 may be a symbol 71 repre 
senting an Opus site category property. From symbol 68 to 
symbol 72, one may append an enterprise model with a site 
category to alarms. An Opus enterprise alarm recipient at 
symbol 72 may sendan alarm or alarms to an alarm collection 
at symbol 73 which can be provided to the Opus database at 
symbol 45. From symbol 68 to symbol 74, one may appendan 
enterprise model with a site category to history logs. Enter 
prise model appending may indicate Opus enterprise infor 
mation (e.g., group, site, XCM, and so forth) as well as new 
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site category information that is being added to the alarm/ 
history. This may be generalized to “enterprise information'. 
History extensions at symbol 74 may poll histories provided 
to a history collection at symbol 75, which can be provided to 
the Opus database at symbol 45. 
0.066 FIG. 2 is a diagram relating to site category configu 
ration. In block 40, representing the Opus architect (client), 
from a start 81, a user may connect to an Opus Supervisor at 
symbol 82. At symbol 83, the user may navigate to a site node 
in an Opus explorer. At symbol 83, an Opus enterprise site 
element 59 may be obtained from the Opus enterprise model 
tree elements at symbol 58 in the Opus supervisor server of 
block 50. An Opus site category entity at symbol 84 may be 
added to a site element at the Opus list category property at 
symbol 61 of the Opus supervisor server in block 50. At 
symbol 85, an XCM may or may not be deployed to a remote 
site. If not, then the approach may stop at symbol 87. If the 
XCM is deployed to the remote site, then the XCM may be 
updated with an Opus site category property at symbol 86. 
Then the approach may stop at symbol 87. 
0067 FIG. 3 shows a table 11 of Opus sites created in 
Enterprise, with the Opus group, Opus site and Opus site 
category, and in Some cases with the utility and duration of 
operation for each site. For instance, a first site 12 indicates it 
to be in an Opus group of a Supermarket, an Opus site of 1234 
Boston, Mass., and an Opus category of Region/NorthEast. 
The utility associated with this site is indicated as Boston 
Edison. It has a site category operation of 24 hour duration. In 
another instance, a fifth site 13 indicates it to be in an Opus 
group of a townmarket, an Opus site of 5876 Coral Gables, 
Fla. and an Opus category of Region/SouthEast. The utility 
associated with this site is indicated as Florida Power Light. 
No operation site category duration is indicated. 
0068. The site category properties attached to each site 
may be persisted into the Opus Supervisor database in a 
schema that will allow for the Opus Supervisor and other 
external applications to easily query the database for a list of 
all the sites in a specified category. For example, if the appli 
cation queried the database for all the sites in the table of FIG. 
3 that are in the Southeast region, the results would include 
the two sites 5555 Miami and 5876 Coral Gables. Once the 
desired sites have been determined, the application can per 
form its operation on those sites. 
0069. A characteristic of the present approach is the ability 
to quickly and easily mark, identify and query sites within 
multiple categories for multiple application purposes. The 
approach for accomplishing this in the Opus Supervisor 
enforces consistency by allowing the user to configure using 
drop down lists of previously defined categories. 
0070 The Opus Supervisor previously only allowed for 
sites to be established into a single enterprise model group. 
Also, the Opus Supervisor foundation NiagaraTMAX Frame 
work, provided no consistent neither a site level model refer 
ence nor an approach for categorizing into multiple group 
1ngS. 
0071. The present approach may consist of two parts. The 

first part is the configuration of the site categories and the 
second part is the MS-SQL (Structured query language) data 
base schema and query design for utilizing the site categories. 
0072 The configuration is accomplished within the Opus 
Supervisor by attaching a new OpusSiteCategory identifier 
property to the Opus Site component of the Opus Enterprise 
Model. The OpusSiteCategory property allows the user to 
create new or reuse existing site category type/name sets. A 
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type/name set is a one to many dimensions for multiple 
instances of the same category. A sample would be a single 
site category type of Region and would have multiple site 
category names such as North, South, East and West. 
As OpusSiteCategory sets are created, the Opus Supervisor 
will save the entries into an internal OpusListControl frame 
work that will allow the user to reuse previously established 
OpusSiteCategory sets. This is ensuring consistency in the 
configuration across all the sites in the enterprise. The Opus 
Supervisor allows for multiple OpusSiteCategory sets to be 
attached to each site instance. The configuration is built into 
the Opus Supervisor configuration (XML bog) file and will be 
used directly by the Opus Supervisor views. There are 
samples of the Opus Supervisor rendering Navigation Table 
views by using the Niagara AX BQL (Baja query language) 
query to obtain the OpusSiteCategory sets across the enter 
prise. 
0073. The configuration of the OpusSiteCategory sets can 
also be persisted to the MS-SQL database. FIG. 8 shows the 
related table schema to support this feature. The Opus SQL 
schema had previously been established with the table hier 
archy shown in FIG. 4. A table hierarchy 14 shows the Enter 
prise table showing a group table, a site table and an XCM 
table (and so forth) following from it. 
0074 The implementation of the present approach was to 
create additional tables to the existing Opus SQL schema. 
These tables are listed in FIG. 5. The tables listed in diagram 
15 are the site table, the site category table, a category type 
table and a category name table. 
0075. The Category Type and Category Name tables will 
contain the distinct OpusSiteCategory sets created across the 
enterprise by the Opus Supervisor. In the previously used 
example, there would be on table entry Region in the Cat 
egory Type table and it would relate to four entries, North, 
South, East and West in the Category Name table. The 
Site Category Table contains all the specific site to site cat 
egory set relationships established in the configuration. For 
example, if site 5678 Cleveland Ohio is in the OpusSiteCat 
egory of Region/North, the entry in the table would be a 
reference set of an ID to the 5678 Cleveland Ohio Site in the 
site table and ID's to the category set Region/North in the 
Category Type and Category Name tables. 
0076 Also, provided are the MS-SQL queries required to 
retrieve the distinct OpusSiteCategory sets and also a query to 
retrieve all the sites in a specified OpusSiteCategory set. 
0077. The new Opus Supervisor component used to con 
figure Opus sites into more than on site categories is the 
OpusSiteCategoryEntity found in the OpusBnterprise mod 
ule palette. The user will select the component and drag and 
drop into the Opus Site component property sheet. The user 
then can enter a new Opus Site Category type/name set or can 
use the drop down list selectors to re-use a previous type? 
name Set. 

(0078. In FIGS. 6 and 7, two screen 16 captures show a Site 
with two OpusSiteCategory type/name sets configured. In 
FIG. 6, a screen print 16, the site 420BurlingtonON has been 
assigned to be in the Opus Site Categories Region/East and 
Utility/FirstEnergy. These categories are revealed in table 11 
of FIG. 3, although for examples of other sites. 
0079. In FIG. 7, screen 16 shows a site 5436ClevelandOH 
that has been assigned to be in the Opus Site Categories 
Region/Midwest and Utility/AcmePowerLight. These cat 
egories are also revealed in table 11. These configurations are 
persisted in the Opus Supervisor and will be pushed to the 
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SQL database tables either by the user or when alarms and 
histories are collected into the database. 

0080. A diagram 17 in FIG. 8 is a portion of the Opus 
MS-SQL Schema that captures the addition of the siteCat 
egory 18, categoryTypes 19 and categoryNames 21 tables 
added to Support the present system. The system may incor 
porate site 22, groups 23 and enterprise 24 tables. 
I0081. The diagrams of FIGS. 9, 10 and 11 reveal a data 
dictionary for new tables. 
0082 One may note “dbo.categoryTypes” in a table 27 of 
FIG. 9. Table 27 may contain category type descriptors that 
allow site categories names to be grouped into category types. 
An example category type of Region which would relate to 
category names of North, South, East and West stored in the 
categoryNames table 
0083. One may note “dbo.categoryNames' in a table 28 of 
FIG. 10. This table may contain category name descriptors 
that allow site categories names to be grouped into category 
types. Example category names of North, South, East and 
West would relate to a category type of Region in the catego 
ryType table. 
I0084. One may note “dbo.siteCategory” in a table 29 of 
FIG. 11. This table may contain the relationship of the site to 
the categories contained within the categoryTypes table 27 
and categoryNames table 28. A site can exist in multiple 
category types. A site cannot have the same category type 
descriptor applied twice. 
I0085 Sample data are shown in new Opus MS-SQL tables 
of FIGS. 12-16. FIG. 12 shows a Group Table 30. The entries 
of this table are the Opus Enterprise Model Data (EMD) 
group designations. Virtually all sites must exist within one of 
these groups. Headings of table 30 may incorporate a group 
ID, enterprise ID. group number, group name and group code. 
0086 FIG. 13 shows a site table 31. The entries of this 
table are the Opus Enterprise Model Data site instances. 
These sites are all referenced to the Opus EMD group which 
the site entry belongs to. Headings of table 31 may incorpo 
rate site ID, group ID, site number, site name, country, State 
and city. 
I0087 FIG. 14 shows a Category Type Table 32. The 
entries of this table are all the distinct site category type 
designations applied to the site configurations for all sites in 
the enterprise. Headings of table 32 may incorporate a cat 
egory type ID and category type. 
I0088 FIG. 15 shows a Category Name Table 33. The 
entries of this table are all the distinct site category name 
designations applied to the site configurations for all sites in 
the enterprise. Each of entries may reference which site cat 
egory type the entry belongs to. Headings of table 33 may 
incorporate a category name ID, category type ID and cat 
egory name. 

I0089 FIG.16 shows a Site Category Table 34. The entries 
of this table are a result of establishing the specific relation 
ships of which sites belong in which site category type/name 
sets as defined by the user in the configuration of each site. 
Headings of table 34 may incorporate site ID, category type 
ID and category name ID. 
0090 The application developer that creates features to 
leverage the Opus Site Categories established within the MS 
SQL database will be provided the following queries. These 
may also be supplied as part of the Opus MS-SQL schema in 
the form of stored procedures and views. 
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0091. In order for an application to provide the user a list 
of distinct category sets (type/name) specified across all the 
sites in the enterprise, the following SQL select will return. A 
SQL Query: 
select categoryTypes.categoryType, categoryNames.catego 
ryName from categoryTypes inner join categoryNames on 
categoryTypes.categoryType id-categoryNames.category 
Type id order by categoryType asc 
The SQL Result is shown in a table 35 of FIG. 17. Headings 
of table 35 may incorporate category type and category name. 
0092 Also, if the Opus Supervisor is providing the list the 
following would be the BQL Query executed against the 
internal Supervisor configuration file. 
station: slot:/Ibql:select distinct selectedType as “Category 
Type', selectedText as “Category Name” from Opushenter 
prise:OpusSiteCategoryEntity 
0093. The resultant view would be as seen in a screen print 
36 as shown in FIG. 18. Headings of a group directory 39 may 
incorporate category type and category name. 
0094. The application developer may also provide the user 
a feature that operates against all the sites that belong to a 
specified Opus Site Category type/name set. Given the use 
selects the category type "Utility and the category name 
AcmePowerLight’ the following SQL query will give the 

correct results of only those sites in that category set. A SQL 
Query: 
select site number, city, state from site innerjoin SiteGategory 
on site. site id SiteCategory.site id inner join categoryTypes 
on categoryTypes.categoryType id siteCategory.category 
Type id inner join categoryNames on categoryNames.cat 
egoryName id SiteGategory.categoryName id where 
categoryTypes.categoryType=Utility and 
categoryNames.categoryName="AcmePowerLight 
The SQL Result is shown by a table 37 in FIG. 19. Headings 
of table 37 may incorporate site number, city and state. 
0.095 Also, if the Opus Supervisor is providing the list of 
sites for the selected OpusSiteCategory type/name set the 
following would be the BQL Query executed against the 
internal Supervisor configuration file. 
station: slot:/Ibql:select navParent.SiteNumber as Site 
Number, navParent. City, navParent.StateCrProvince as 
State', navParent.ControlSystemType as Control System, 
navParent.navParent.GroupName as Group, navParent.dis 
playName as Site Name from Opushenterprise: OpusSite 
CategoryEntity where selectedType=Utility and 
selectedText=AcmePowerLight 
0096. The resultant view would be as seen in a screen print 
38 of a display shown in FIG. 20. Headings shown in the right 
portion of Screen print 38 may incorporate site number, city, 
state, control system, group and site name. 
(0097 FIG. 21 is a diagram 211 of a model of an Opus 
deployment architecture. In Summary, an original XCM site 
controller configuration may be created in the Novar Opus 
Supervisor, and then it may be emailed to a field installation 
technician where the configuration is directly loaded into the 
XCM site controller. Once the network connection is estab 
lished, the Customer Opus Supervisor may utilize the import 
aspects indicated in the present disclosure to import and inte 
grate the remote XCM into the supervisor. 
0098. A Novar service center 212 may incorporate aNovar 
server 213 for an execution environment. Within the server 
213 may be an Opus Supervisor 214 with an output of an 
XCM station configuration 215 which goes to an Opus Super 
visor 216 of a field installer 217 at a customer remote site 218. 
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Opus Supervisor 216 may have a two-way connection with an 
XCM site controller 219, which in turn may have a similar 
connection with a customer network 221 interface at the 
customer remote site 218. The customer network 221 may 
have a two-way connection with an Opus Supervisor 222 of a 
customer's server 223 at a customer's home office 224. A 
similar connection may be between Supervisor 222 a secure 
VPN (virtual private network) access interface 225, which in 
turn provides a similar connection with the Novar server 213 
of the Novar service center 212. 

0099. There are Opus customers who may purchase ser 
vices from Novar to install, configure and commission the 
Opus systems into their remote sites. On new construction 
sites, many times it may be necessary to install and configure 
the XCM site controllers prior to a customer having network 
connectivity to the remote site. In this situation, Novar may 
create the XCM Site configuration and email the configura 
tion to a field installer. The field installer may place the XCM 
site configuration on a personal laptop and install it directly 
into the XCM site controller. The XCM site configuration 
may now be in the XCM and can be used to control the site 
equipment during the startup of that facility. An issue may be 
that, once a network connection is established, the Opus 
Supervisor running at the customer's home office will need to 
integrate the deployed XCM site controller. Depending on the 
number of sites being commissioned, there could be multiple 
sites that need to be integrated with the customer's Opus 
Supervisor. This integration may be required to provide cus 
tomer associates an ability to locate and navigate to the 
remote site controllers in order to monitor status and control 
conditions. Also, the integration may be necessary to Support 
a collection of alarms and histories into the customer's Opus 
Supervisor. A limitation with the current system may be when 
the XCM station configuration is directly copied to the XCM 
site controller, the user will need to manually reconstruct the 
integration with the customer's home office Opus Supervisor. 
During this manual process, there may be a risk of the user 
entering incorrect data that does not match what is actually in 
the XCM site controller. Additionally, the time required to do 
this manual integration may be burdensome especially if 
there are multiple sites controllers that need to be integrated. 
0100. The Opus Supervisor may support a set of XCM 
import and integration aspects that will automate certain 
aspects of the integration of a deployed XCM site configura 
tion into the Opus Supervisor. 
0101 Agoal of the present disclosure is to provide a more 
efficient manner to importan XCM controller's configuration 
and enterprise hierarchy to the Opus Supervisor with and 
without user intervention. If user intervention is required, it 
should be minimal. 

0102. When an XCM site controller is imported and inte 
grated into the Opus Supervisor, the XCMs Opus Enterprise 
Model Data may be retrieved from the XCM and added to the 
existing multi-group, multi-site hierarchal structure with the 
supervisor. Virtually all of the connection properties may be 
configured, and the deployed site/XCM file structure may be 
created to Support the backup and re-download aspects. The 
import operation may also automatically perform a configu 
ration backup to complete the integration process. In the Opus 
Systems, the configuration in the deployed XCM site control 
lers may be considered the master configuration. Therefore, 
by importing the configuration data directly from the master 
Source, one may ensure that the data are accurate. 
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0103 Advantages of the approach may include ease of 
use—menu based operation or background service, time 
saved—an auto integration of one or more XCM controllers 
configuration and enterprise hierarchy to Opus Supervisor as 
opposed to manual integration, assurance of data consistency 
and integrity by Synchronizing to the master source of the 
configuration data, and a Support of an importing of deployed 
XCM controllers that were created and deployed with a stan 
dard NiagaraTM workbench and do not contain the Opus 
Supervisor Enterprise model data. 
0104. The Opus supervisor and/or the Niagara work 
bench, for which the Opus supervisor is based upon, does not 
necessarily support auto import of deployed XCM controllers 
to the Opus supervisor. There may be an aspect that allows for 
discovery of other remote XCMs on the same Niagara net 
work providing an easy method for adding to the Supervisor's 
network. However, this does not necessarily integrate with 
the Opus Supervisor Enterprise structure or other automatic 
feature integration. 
0105. The Opus Supervisor may provide the user the abil 
ity to quickly and easily import and integrate the XCM con 
troller's configuration and enterprise hierarchy by providing 
the following options. First, the user may invoke a menu 
option to import a single deployed XCM site configuration. 
Second, the user may invoke a menu option to discover mul 
tiple deployed XCM site configurations and select one or 
more detected and automatically import. Third, a user may 
configure a background service in the Opus Supervisor to 
detect a new Niagara Station that auto appears on the Super 
visor's Niagara Network and when detected, automatically 
imports without user interaction. 
010.6 An import XCM Station selection on a screen may 
prompt the user for the specific host machine/IP address of the 
deployed XCM site controller from where the configuration 
is to be imported. After entering the credentials and port that 
particular site will be imported to, and the Opus Supervisor 
Enterprise Model hierarchy to be available in the supervisor 
navigation tree is noted, the following internal operations 
may be performed. A check may be made to determine if the 
enterprise hierarchy already exists in the remote site. If so, 
import it into the Supervisor navigation tree, or otherwise 
request the user to specifically enter the group/site/XCM 
name and other properties, and then complete import. A con 
figured Niagara network setup may be added for the remote 
XCM. The file structure may be created to support the site 
XCM controller backup and re-downloadaspects. The station 
configuration may be copied to the Opus Supervisor, and a 
backup of the configuration be performed. 
0107 FIGS. 22, 23 and 24 are diagrams of the import 
XCM Station approach. FIG. 22 is a diagram showing a 
Novar screen 231 of a selected Opus Supervisor station at 
“199.63.214.42. The screen shows a menu 232 with an 
import XCM station selection being available. FIG. 23 shows 
the screen 233 with an open station box 234 for opening a 
station upon entry of certain information such as host, port 
and credentials. FIG. 24 shows a screen 235 with a customer 
XCM station opened having information about the station 
shown in portion 236 of the screen 235. The appearance of the 
XCM station in the Opus explorer tree hierarchy 230 in the 
left pane of screen 235 may be the end result of the manually 
invoked XCM import. This structure had not necessarily 
existed prior to the import. 
0108. An XCM auto discovery service for multi-XCMs 
may be noted. A user may be provided an XCM Auto Dis 
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covery menu option which when invoked results in an occur 
rence of a following operation. To start, the Opus Supervisor 
may scan the Niagara discovery to locate all stations within 
the local area network and provide the user a list of remote 
XCM site controllers found on the network that do not cur 
rently exist in the supervisor. Then the user may select the 
desired XCM site controllers to be imported. Each of the 
multiple sites selected by the user may be imported to the 
Opus Supervisor as described for the XCM station import 
herein. 

0109 FIGS. 25, 26 and 27 illustrate the approach for XCM 
auto discovery service. FIG. 25 shows the Novar screen 237 
of the selected Opus Supervisor station at “199.63.214.42. 
The screen shows a menu 238 with an XCMAutoDiscovery 
selection being available. The selection may lead to an import 
Niagara network menu 239 shown in FIG. 26 with a list of 
stations. One or more stations to be imported to a hierarchy 
may be checked with a mark to the left. A customer XCM 
station may be selected resulting in a screen 241 shown in 
FIG. 27. A right portion 242 of the screen may show select 
able information related to the selected station. Such infor 
mation may be the station configuration database, the file 
system accessed, diagnostics information and a history data 
base. The appearance of the XCM station in the Opus 
Explorer tree hierarchy 240 in the left pane may be the end 
result of XCM imports just performed. This structure had not 
necessarily existed prior to the import. 
0110. An XCM auto discovery background service may 
be sought. The XCM auto discovery service may monitor the 
Niagara network and the navigation tree of Opus Supervisor 
to determine if a new Niagara Station entry appears in the 
supervisors local area network. If a new site is detected, the 
XCM auto discovery service may automatically import those 
sites into the Opus Supervisor without user intervention. The 
import of each of the XCM site configuration may be as 
described for the XCM station import herein. 
0111 FIG. 28 is a flow diagram 251 of generally all avail 
able Opus XCM discovery and import approaches. From a 
start at symbol 252, a user may connect an Opus Architect to 
an Opus Supervisor server at symbol 253. At symbol 254, the 
user may navigate to an Opus Systems node in Opus Explorer. 
A question of which approach a user decides to import an 
XCM station may be asked at symbol 255. The approaches 
may incorporate an XCM auto discovery service, a user 
invoked import of a single XCM, and a user invoked XCM 
auto discovery. 
0112 The import of a single XCM approach may lead to a 
user invoking an XCM import station right click menu option 
at symbol 256. The Opus Architect may prompt the user for a 
remote XCMIP and login at symbol 257. At symbol 258, a 
connection to a remote XCM may occur. Prior to pulling in 
the complete XCM station configuration, a question at Sym 
bol 291, whether the XCM has Opus Enterprise model (ID) 
information may be asked. If the answer is yes, the import 
may proceed by going on to symbol 259. If the answer is no, 
then the user may be prompted with a popup to get the infor 
mation at symbol 292, and then proceed on to symbol 259. At 
symbol 259, a complete XCM station configuration may be 
pulled from a data store at symbol 261 of the Opus XCM 
represented by a block 262. The OpusXCM may be stored in 
a data store at symbol 263 of the Opus Supervisor represented 
by a block 264. Then the XCM may be installed into an Opus 
systems navigation tree at symbol 265. At symbol 266, a 
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backup of the XCM to a backup folder may be performed 
before stopping at symbol 267. 
0113. The approach of the XCM auto discovery service 
may lead to a question of whether the XCM auto discovery 
service is configured or not at symbol 271. If the answer is 
configured, then the user may navigate to a Niagara network 
of the Opus Supervisor server at symbol 272. At symbol 273, 
the user may look for new remote XCM stations that have 
been discovered but not auto-imported. The user may provide 
new remote XCM's login credentials at symbol 274. The 
credentials may be provided to a Niagara network at symbol 
275. Niagara network at symbol 275 of the Opus Supervisor 
server at block 264 may be interconnected with a Niagara 
network 282 of Opus XCM at block 262. From symbol 274, 
the approach for the XCMAuto discovery service configured 
may stop at symbol 267. “XCMs' may mean more than one 
XCM.. “XCM's may be a possessive form of XCM or mean 
more than one XCM. 

0114. If the answer is not configured, then the user may 
configure the XCM auto discovery service at symbol 276. The 
XCM auto discovery configuration may be stored in a data 
store at symbol 277 in block 264 representing the Opus 
Supervisor server. Data from the configuration at symbol 277 
may go to a symbol 278 where the XCM auto discovery 
service may monitor a Niagara network at symbol 275 for a 
new XCM that has Opus Enterprise ID information. At sym 
bol 279, a question asked is whether the XCM station has 
valid login credentials. If not, then a return to symbol 278 may 
occur. If yes, then an XCM import may be initiated at symbol 
281. Then a connection to a remote XCM may be at symbol 
258 in block 251. Since this approach may have the Opus 
Enterprise model information upon reaching symbol 291 ask 
ing if the XCM has the Opus Enterprise ID information, the 
prompt at symbol 292 will not necessarily be needed, and the 
import may proceed on at symbol 259. At symbol 259, a 
complete XCM station configuration may be pulled from the 
data store at symbol 261 of the OpusXCM in block 262, and 
stored in the data store at symbol 263 of the Opus Supervisor 
in block 264. Then the XCM may be installed into an Opus 
Systems navigation tree at symbol 265. At symbol 266, a 
backup of the XCM to a backup folder may be performed 
before stopping at symbol 267. 
0115 The user invoked XCM auto discovery approach 
may lead to a user invoking the XCM auto discovery right 
click menu option at symbol 284. At symbol 285, the Opus 
Architect may search the local area network for XCMs have 
Opus Enterprise model (ID) information but are not already in 
the Opus Supervisor. The Opus Architect may provide a list of 
discovered XCMs in a popup window at symbol 287. At 
symbol 288, the user may select one or more XCMs to import. 
For each XCM selected at symbol 289, a connection may be 
made to a (remote) XCM at symbol 258. Since this approach 
may have the Opus Enterprise model information upon reach 
ing symbol 291 asking if the XCM has the Opus Enterprise ID 
information, the prompt at symbol 292 will not necessarily be 
needed, and the import may proceed on at symbol 259. At 
symbol 259, a complete XCM station configuration may be 
pulled from the data store at symbol 261 of the OpusXCM in 
block 262, and stored in the data store at symbol 263 of the 
Opus Supervisor in block 264. Then the XCM may be 
installed into an Opus Systems navigation tree at symbol 265. 
At symbol 266, a backup of the XCM to a backup folder may 
be performed before stopping at symbol 267. 
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0116. Some of the terms utilized herein may have corre 
sponding designations as noted in the following: XCM sta 
tion site controller configuration; XCM auto discover ser 
vice—site controller auto discovery service; XCM site 
controller: Opus XCM site controller, Opus workbench 
user interface (console); Opus systems—enterprise site con 
trollers (multi-site); Opus Supervisor station—Supervisor 
data server, Opus Supervisor server—Supervisor data server, 
Opus Supervisor—Supervisor, Opus group—site groups; 
Opus explorer—site navigation tree; Opus architect client— 
user interface (console); Opus architect—user interface (con 
sole); Opus—building management system (BMS); Niagara 
workbench user interface (console); Niagara network— 
communication network; enterprise components—enterprise 
hierarchal elements; enterprise—enterprise (business or cus 
tomer) building site locations (all multi-site); Opus Site Cat 
egory—site grouping, Opus Site Categories—site groupings; 
Opus Enterprise Model Element—enterprise element: Opus 
Enterprise Model Tree Element—enterprise element tree 
node: Opus Enterprise Model Site Element—enterprise site 
element: Opus Site Category Name Property—site grouping 
name property; OpusXCM Enterprise Model Element—site 
controller element; and Enterprise Model—enterprise infor 
mation. The above-mentioned terms may have other desig 
nations even though they may not be indicated. 
0117 There may away for providing a user an approach to 
create, deploy and manage separate control system entities 
within a hierarchical context of a multi-business and/or multi 
site environment. This approach may be incorporated into an 
architecture having one or more workstations, controllers, 
servers, and so forth. 
0118. The Tridium NiagaraTMAX framework is the base 
application framework to develop the multi-business/multi 
site application that is described herein. The related art imple 
mentation of NiagaraTMAX is to provide configuration, con 
trol and monitoring of embedded DDC (direct digital control) 
controllers within the context of a single executive level 
JACETM. JACE may refer to “Java application and control 
engine'. Each JACE contains references to subordinate 
embedded field controllers within its respective network to 
perform the specified control functions. JACE and its subor 
dinates may be referred to as the “control system” entity. This 
described control system may typically be deployed within a 
single geographical site. However, a site may have multiple 
control systems. 
0119 A NiagaraTMAX supervisor application may be 
deployed providing the user interface and a runtime environ 
ment providing some Supervisory control level capabilities 
for multiple control systems accessible within a Supervisor's 
network. A Supervisor may collect alarms and historical logs 
from multiple deployed control systems to be viewed by a 
user of the supervisor application. Each JACE executive con 
troller may be configured to communicate with this Supervi 
sor application as needed. 
0120. An issue may be noted in the following. Within the 
related art, the NiagaraTMAX user application experience, 
each control system entity may be managed as an indepen 
dent entity with the JACE being the highest level contextual 
entity. The Supervisor application is limited to manage the 
multiple control systems within a single, flat hierarchallist of 
control system entities. By default, the user application pro 
vides limited means to manage these control system entities 
within a context that matches the user's logical, multi-site 
deployment environment. If a user's business has hundreds or 
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thousands of sites, they would need to manage these sites in a 
single linear list with business and site identification embed 
ded in the naming of the individual control system entity. A 
user may also have multiple business groups that have hun 
dreds orthousands of sites. Managing a large list of un-related 
business control system entities may be difficult for the user to 
do. The Supervisor application may also collect alarms and 
data trend logs from these thousands of sites. The historical 
logs may be persisted into storage and be accessible for view 
ing by the supervisor. Without the customer and site context 
attached to these historical data points, the analysis of where 
an alarm or data log originated may be difficult for the user. 
I0121. A solution of the present system is to provide the 
user the ability to create, deploy and manage these separate 
control system entities within the logical context of the user's 
multi-business and/or multi-site enterprise environment. A 
typical business may have hundreds or eventhousands of sites 
with each site generally having from one to five control sys 
tem entities. The present application may provide the user the 
means to create and manage each of the deployed control 
system entities in a user definable hierarchal structure in order 
to maintain and access the control system entities within their 
proper business and geographical context. 
0.122 The enterprise model components of business, site 
and executive may be created as entity objects to represent 
each logical hierarchal level required for the user's environ 
ment. These new components may be created and managed 
within a Supervisor application. The user may be provided 
properties associated with each of these components to per 
Sonalize the specific business, site and control system entities. 
The new user application may provide a navigation and menu 
system to add, change or delete these components. At the end 
leaf of the enterprise model, the user may create an executive 
controller which may be a baseline NiagaraTMAX JACE 
station configuration. This station may be the control system 
configuration file to be deployed to the control system at the 
site. When the control system configuration file is deployed to 
the site control system, the enterprise model components 
specific to that control system may also be downloaded into 
the controller. This may enable the controller to associate the 
enterprise context to historical alarms and trend logs that are 
pushed or polled to a runtime Supervisor application. 
I0123. The user application may provide an explorer type 
tree menu allowing the user to create and manage a person 
alized list of business groups, site lists and control system 
(i.e., executive) lists. Also, a navigation table view may be 
provided to allow the customer to browse its business, site and 
control systems. The application may provide the user other 
management features. 
0.124. The present solution may allow the user to build an 
enterprise structure in accordance with the hierarchal entity 
relationships of the actual businesses the user manages. The 
user may have a business group that contains one or more 
sites. The site entity may contain one or more executive 
controllers (i.e., site controllers). 
0.125. The present description may utilize screen diagrams 
to convey a concern with the existing user interface applica 
tion management of multiple businesses, sites and executives 
and how the present software application enhances the user's 
ability to manage these entities. The “existing user applica 
tion refers to the related art application that needs the solution 
that the present approach is based on. A “new user' or 
“present application refers to the solution stated herein. 
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0126 FIG. 29 is a screen diagram of an “existing user' 
application navigation view. Both the left side navigation tree 
view 111 and the main window table view 112 provide flat 
lists of businesses, sites and executives. 
0127 FIG. 30 is a screen diagram of an existing user 
application alarm in view 112. The existing application 
allows the user to view virtually all alarms collected in the 
supervisor (Niagara AX) from the deployed executives from 
the business sites. The business, site and executive informa 
tion in view 112 is only embedded into the source JACE 
station name by the best practices of user. 
0128 FIG. 31 is a screen diagram of a “new user appli 
cation showing multiple businesses. By creating a business, 
site and executive entity component model, the new user 
application may provide extended features that could not be 
easily managed without these components. Hierarchal views 
of the user's enterprise may now easily be developed allowing 
quicker access to information about a site executive of inter 
est. Such a view provides the top level list of businesses the 
user manages. The left navigation tree in view 113 and the 
main window table in view 114 may allow for navigation in a 
hierarchal manner. The business entities or groups are at the 
top level. This provides a logical starting point for user access. 
View 113 shows the explorer and view 114 shows the super 
visor's navigation table. 
0129 FIG. 32 is a screen diagram of the new user appli 
cation showing multiple sites. This is the second screen in the 
enterprise model hierarchy and is rendered when the user 
selected a business in the previous screen. This just shows 
those sites that have been created and/or deployed for that 
business. This is the specified business site list in view 114. 
Advanced filtering and/or sorting algorithms may be devel 
oped relative to these enterprise model components based on 
a combination of properties. 
0130 FIG.33 is a screen diagram of a new user application 
showing multiple executives in view 114. This is the third 
screen in the enterprise model hierarchy and is rendered when 
the user has selected a site in the previous screen. This just 
shows those executives that have been created and/or 
deployed for that site. This may be the specified site controller 
list. Both the left navigation view 113 and the maintable view 
14 are navigation paths for connecting to the deployed execu 
tive controllers. 
0131 FIG.34 is a screen diagram of a new user application 
alarm list view. The new application provides this alarm list in 
view 114 with the enterprise model entity names separated 
out as independent properties of the alarms. Using the com 
mon enterprise model entity names enforces consistency as 
opposed to user best practice to name the source stations 
appropriately for each deployed executive. Sorting and filter 
ing may now be achieved against these independent proper 
ties. 
0132 FIG. 35 is diagram of a deployment architecture 
overview of the present system. A user workstation 121 may 
be connected to a bus 122. A Supervisor client application 
may be on workstation 121. The application may be used for 
site creation, configuration, deployment and monitoring. 
There may be one or more site controllers (XCMs—executive 
control modules) 124 connected to bus 122. There may be 
thin client browser 123 access for runtime monitoring of 
deployed site controllers. 
0133) A supervisor server 125 may be connected to bus 
122. Server 125 may provide multi user access for both thick 
and thin client users. It may maintain a database of enterprise 
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hierarchy components. Server 125 may provide an environ 
ment for deployment, backup and restore for site controllers. 
It may provide navigational access to deployed site control 
lers and provide Supervisory functions such as global sched 
ules. Provisioning services may also be provided for enter 
prise wide updates. Further, the server 125 may provide alarm 
and log collection. Optionally, a separate Supervisor server 
126 may be connected to bus 122 to provide for the alarm and 
log collection. An optional, MS-SQL database server 127 
may be connected to bus 122 used for persisting alarms, logs 
and other configuration items. 
0.134 FIGS. 36 and 37 are diagrams of system configura 
tion, site controller deployment, and runtime activities. The 
present management system may be used to create the enter 
prise component hierarchy, create the site controller "offline' 
to be configured for site specific needs and then finally to 
download that site controller configuration from the supervi 
sor to the remote site controller. At a start 131, there is no 
pre-existing configuration as may be shown in screen 151 of 
FIG.38. Incidentally, FIG.38 shows a palette in a view 115 to 
be used for later configuration activities. 
I0135) To create a business group at step 132, one may right 
click for the menu option to add the group as indicated by 
menu item 152 in screen 153 of FIG. 39. One may click “add 
new group' to get a box 154 in screen 155 of FIG. 40. The 
group name such as “Kohls-South” may be typed in box 154. 
Also, the group number may be entered. 
I0136. Screen 156 of FIG. 41 reveals the result of the pre 
vious actions which is a group component created in the 
supervisor. Lines 157 in view 113 show the hierarchy of 
enterprise service, the systems and Kohls South group indi 
cating the creation of the group component. 
0.137 To create a site at step 133, one may right click on a 
group to invoke the menu option and add the new site by 
clicking at the first line of menu 161 in screen 162 of FIG. 42. 
Abox 163 may show up as indicated in screen 164 of FIG. 43. 
The site name and number may be entered in box 163. “OK” 
in box 163 may be clicked to result in a screen 165 of FIG. 44. 
One may see that the site component is created in the Super 
visor. Lines 166 indicate an enterprise service, the systems, 
Kohls South group and 3219AtlantaGA site, in the explorer 
portion 113. 
0.138 A next step 134 is for creating an executive (XCM). 
One may right click on a site to invoke a menu option on the 
site component line in portion 113 of screen 171 of FIG. 45 to 
get a box 172. The first line of box 172 showing “add new 
XCM may be clicked on to add the executive. A box 174 in 
screen 173 of FIG. 46 may open request the executive (XCM) 
name and the XCM number. Those items may be filled in and 
the OK in box 174 be clicked on. A resulting screen 175 of 
FIG. 47 may show lines 176 in portion 113 which indicate the 
creating of an executive component in the Supervisor. The 
executive may bean HVAC, site controller, building environ 
ment controller, or the like. Lines 76 show the enterprise 
service, the systems, Kohls South group, 3219AtalantaGA 
site and the HVAC1 executive (XCM) site controller. All of 
the last line of lines 176 might not always be shown. 
0.139. A step 135 may involve a customizing of the site 
configuration as indicated in screen 178 of FIG. 48. These 
customizations are the control configuration requirements 
specifically required by the target site controller. 
0140. At step 136, a site controller configuration may be 
downloaded. A destination IP address of the site controller 
may be entered in portion 179 of view 114 in screen 181 of 
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FIG. 49. A download to the site controller may be initiated by 
right clicking to get a menu 182 in view 113 of screen 183 of 
FIG. 50. The download may be initiated by clicking on the 
download line of menu 182. The download process will trans 
fer the site controller configuration files from the supervisor 
to the remote executive (XCM) and then perform an auto 
mated backup of the site controller configuration may be 
performed after the download as indicated by box 177 in 
screen 184 of FIG. 51. As a result of the deployment, the 
enterprise components specific to that site controller (i.e., 
executive) are inside the deployed site controller as indicated 
by lines 189 in view 113 of screen 185 of FIG. 52. 
0141 Runtime activities may be noted in steps 137 and 
138. Step 137 may be to monitor the deployed site controller. 
One may navigate the enterprise model in the Supervisor to 
access the site controller in screen 186 of FIG. 53. One may 
navigate the enterprise components with either the tree in 
view 113 or the table in view 114. 
0142. At step 138, the alarm histories may be viewed. In 
screen 187 of FIG. 54, the enterprise context may be applied 
to each incoming alarm in view 114. This view may reveal an 
alarm list which shows the current alarm sources. Shown may 
be a time stamp, a source State (i.e., normal or off normal), the 
group name, the site name, and the executive (XCM) name. 
At item 139, one may end the deployment. 
0143 A multi entity management configuration system 
may have a hierarchical structure having one or more business 
groups. Each business group may have one or more sites. 
Each site has one or more executives. Each site may be a 
business entity having a geographical location. Each execu 
tive may be a building environment controller. There may be 
a navigation and menu system to add, change or delete com 
ponents. A component may be abusiness group, site or execu 
tive. 
0144. An executive may be created is a baseline NiagaraTM 
AX JACE station. There may be an explorer type tree menu 
for creating and managing a personalized list of business 
groups, sites and executives. There may be a navigation table 
for browsing lists of sites and executives of a business group 
in a hierarchical manner. 
0145 A building management configuration system may 
have an enterprise structure. The structure may have business 
groups, sites and executive controllers. The business groups, 
sites and executive controllers may have a hierarchical rela 
tionship. Each site may be a business entity having a geo 
graphical location. Each executive controller may be a build 
ing environment controller. A business group may have one or 
more sites. A site may have one or more executive controllers. 
0146 There may be a screen on a display. A navigational 
tree may be situated in the screen. Business groups may be at 
a top level of the tree. Sites may beata levellower than the top 
level. Executive controllers may be at a level lower than the 
level lower than the top level. There may be a navigation path 
for connection to deployed executive controllers. The screen 
may have first and second views. The navigational tree may 
be situated in the first view of the screen. The navigator path 
for connection to executive controllers may be situated in the 
second view of the screen. 
0147 There may be one or more alarms. The screen may 
here again have first and second views. The navigational tree 
may be situated in the first view of the screen. The one or more 
alarms are shown in the second view of the screen. 
0148. There may be an architecture. The architecture may 
have one or more workStations, connected to a bus, having a 
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Supervisor client application for providing a user interface, 
and a Supervisor server connected to the bus. The Supervisor 
server may maintain a database of hierarchical components 
which include business groups, sites and executive controller, 
provide for deployment, backup and restores for executive 
controllers, provide navigational access to deployed control 
lers, provide Supervisory functions, and/or provide provision 
ing services for updates. 
014.9 The one or more workstations may have a display 
for exhibiting a screen. A menu option in the screen may be 
clicked to add a business group, a site and an executive, 
controller in that order. The one or more site specific configu 
rations may be added. A configuration of the site may be 
deployed to result in components in the site. 
0150. A model in a supervisor may be navigated to access 
the site. Alarms may be received from deployed sites. 
0151. The may be a approach that has providing a multiple 
entity configuration, incorporating creating one or more busi 
ness groups, clicking a menu option to add the one or more 
business groups, entering an identification of the one or more 
business groups, creating one or more sites, clicking a menu 
option to add the one or more sites within a business group, 
entering an identification of the one or more sites, creating 
one or more executives, clicking a menu option to add the one 
or more executives within a site, and entering an identification 
of the one or more executives. Each site may be a business 
entity having a geographical location. Here the one or more 
group businesses, sites and executives may be displayed in a 
tree on a screen of a display. There may also be an adding a 
configuration specific to one or more sites, entering a desti 
nation address of the one or more sites, deploying the con 
figuration specific to the one or more sites, deploying the one 
or more sites, backing up the one or more sites, and monitor 
ing one or more deployed sites. 
0152 There may also be a navigating an enterprise model 
in a Supervisor to access the one or more deployed sites, and 
viewing alarms from the one or more deployed sites. Each 
executive, for example, may be an HVAC system. 
0153. An OpusTM Supervisor user application may provide 
a user the functions to easily create, deploy, modify and 
monitor a multi-site enterprise of remote Opus building man 
agement systems (BMS). These multiple site BMS control 
lers may be configured to control or monitor similar entities 
across all the sites. As the site controller configurations are 
created, the user must identify each configuration item with a 
recognizable name and/or type tag that clearly identifies the 
function, the definition, or the location of the entity. The types 
of entities that need the name or type tags may be control 
Subsystems, schedules, alarm types or site categories. A 
desired outcome is that all sites are configured in a consistent 
manner and that the names and type tags used are the same 
across all of the enterprise sites. For example, if the BMS 
controls the lights in the parking lot, the control entity should 
be consistently identified as “PARKING LIGHTS’. With 
related technology, the user application would provide mul 
tiple approaches to allow the user to name these entities. 
These approaches would in virtually all cases provide a user 
interface textbox that is free form allowing the user to type in 
the desired name or type specification. An issue with related 
technology may pertain to the user interface options of apply 
ing the name and type tags. The user must rely on best practice 
to always apply the tags in a consistent manner and must 
always rememberto reuse the names or types used in the other 
site configurations. An issue may be that over time, users 
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applying name and type tags will begin to divert from using 
consistent naming and the sites will have similar naming but 
not exact naming. An issue with this scenario is that the 
NovarTM enterprise tools Alarm ProTM and ToolsetTM can only 
perform their functions across the multiple sites when the 
tagging is exactly the same from all sites. Also, the enterprise 
tools specifically require that the alarm types and the history 
point group names be set from a pre-defined (factory) list of 
known string tags. 
0154 The present disclosure may reveal a user interface 
tagging component that may allow user to apply names and 
type string tags in a consistent manner across all the multiple 
site configurations. This new component will operate within 
the context of a single Opus Supervisor allowing multiple 
users to utilize the common lists of name and type tags. The 
new component will provide an approach for the user to add 
an application specific name and/or type tag to a configura 
tion item using a drop down list component where the user 
can either add the new string to a tag list or select a previously 
entered string tag from the list. By using this new component, 
the user may establish the desired names and types within the 
drop down lists when configuring the initial enterprise sites. 
As Subsequent sites are configured, the names and types will 
already be available in the drop downlists for the user to select 
and reuse. Using this new component may solve two issues. 
The first is that the approach for attaching the identifying tag 
to a configuration item is consistent and secondly the actual 
identifying string tags will be consistent across all sites if the 
users utilize the string tags from the drop down list. 
0155 The new UI component may have two parts, a hid 
den list component and a list selector component. The list 
component part may be a hidden String array that will be the 
data storage location of the string tags. The list selector com 
ponent part may be a UI combination text entry and drop 
down list selection component. The UI list selector compo 
nent may be programmatically connected to use an applica 
tion specific hidden String array component as a data source. 
0156 This new component may be a general purpose base 
component implementation that is not necessarily applied to 
the configuration directly by the user. The new base compo 
nent may be extended as application specific components 
used to configure specific application entities. The extended 
components may be selectable by the user as identifiers to tag 
configuration items. For example, the new base component 
may be used as a basis by Opus application configuration 
components. The components may incorporate 1) Opus con 
trol entity (name and type select), 2) Opus schedule entity 
(name select), 3) Opus alarm extensions (alarm type select), 
4) Opus history extensions (point group select), 5) site cat 
egories (type and name select), and 6) customer custom UI 
food service selector 

0157. These components are available in an Opus super 
visor palette for use in configuring site configurations. Each 
component type has a hidden string list array embedded in the 
Opus Supervisor station. As each component is added to the 
appropriate configuration item, when the component is used 
the drop down list is populated in the user interface. The user 
may add a new string entry or select an existing String. The 
selection may be attached to the configuration item. Some of 
the lists, such as the alarm types, may be pre-populated (hard 
coded) with read-only names or types. User entered name or 
type strings may be deleted from the lists as needed. The 
predefined items cannot necessarily be deleted. 
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0158 FIG.55 is a diagram of significant components and 
architecture of the Opus user interface list control system 310. 
The diagram may be divided into three domains, the Opus 
supervisor server 311, Opus architect user interface client 
319, and the OpusXCM controller 326. 
0159. The Opus supervisor server 311 may provide the 
data store for the list set for each Opus group 312. Each group 
312 within the Opus supervisor server 311 may have its own 
private list set. A list set may consist of a control entity list 
314, schedule entity list 315, Opus alarm type list 316, Opus 
point group list 317 and the Opus site category list 318. The 
lists may contain string entries either pre-populated by the 
supervisor or entered by the user. The string lists may be 
persisted with the Opus supervisor server 311 allowing the 
entries to be re-used for each new XCM configuration. 
(0160. The Opus architect 319 is the user interface client 
that the user operates to configure the XCM controller 326. 
The application may provide the Opus user list control field 
editors 321-325 tailored specific to each of the lists main 
tained in the Opus supervisor server 311. These field editors 
321-325 may have the form of a UI combo box providing a 
text entry field and a drop down list. The field editor may 
provide the user capability to apply the correct name and type 
properties to select configuration items within the OpusXCM 
controller 326. The field editor may populate the drop down 
box with the available items in the list. The user may have the 
option of selecting any item in the list or entering a new string 
to the list and applying it to the XCM 326 configuration. 
(0161 The Opus XCM controller 326 may be the host of 
the target configuration that the user is creating. The user may 
attach named instances of the control entity 328, schedule 
entity 329, Opus alarm extension336, Opus history extension 
337 and the Opus site category 333 to a target configuration 
item. Each of these components may be related directly to the 
Opus user list control field editors 321-325 in the Opus archi 
tect 319. When the user applies the desired name, it may be 
applied as an attached property within the Opus XCM 326 
configuration. 
(0162 To reiterate, the diagram of FIG. 55 relates to a 
composite structure naming list framework 310, or in other 
terms, the Opus user interface list control 310. Three major 
components may be the Opus Supervisor server 311, having 
one or more Opus groups 312, an Opus architect (user inter 
face) 319 for the respective group 312, and an Opus XCM 
controller 326. 
0163 An Opus group 312 may incorporate an Opus string 

list 313. List 313 may involve a base class. From list 313, 
there may be a control entity list 314, a schedule entity list 
315, an Opus alarm type list316, an Opus point group list317 
and an Opus site category list 318. 
0164. Examples of items in the control entity list 314 may 
incorporate a sales floor HVAC, baking HVAC, auto center 
HVAC, bank HVAC, frozen food refrigeration, dairy refrig 
eration, and so forth. Examples of items in the schedule entity 
list 315 may incorporate a sales floor, bakery, auto center, 
employee room, stock room, parking, and so forth. Examples 
of items in the Opus alarm type list 316 may incorporate out 
of range, sensor fault, maintenance, communication loss, 
confirm status, override alarm, and so forth. Examples of 
items in the Opus point group list 317 may incorporate Zone 
temperature, outside temperature, outside light, head pres 
Sure, Suction pressure, peak demand, peak KW, accumulated 
KW, and so forth. Examples of items in the Opus site category 
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list 318 may incorporate region/east, region/west, region/ 
north, region/south, electric/First Energy, electric/Dominion, 
electric/Edison, and so forth. 
0.165 An Opus architect (user interface) 319 may incor 
porate an Opus control entity UI field editor 321, an Opus 
schedule entity UI field editor 322, an Opus alarm type UI 
field editor 323, an Opus point group field editor 324, and an 
Opus site category field editor 325. Opus control entity UI 
field editor 321 may have a two-way interaction with control 
entity list 314, and may pertain to a set/select control entity 
aC. 

0166 Opus schedule entity UI field editor 322 may have a 
two-way interaction with schedule entity list 315, and may 
pertain to a set/select Schedule entity name. Opus alarm type 
UI field editor 323 may have a two-way interaction with Opus 
alarm type list316, and may pertain to a set/select alarm type. 
Opus point group field editor 324 may have a two-way inter 
action with Opus point group list 317, and may pertain to a 
set/select point group. Opus site category field editor 325 may 
have a two-way interaction with Opus site category list 318, 
and may pertain to a set/select site category. 
(0167 Opus XCM controller 326 may have an Opus UI 
selector control 327 which may involve a base class. From 
control 327, there may be an Opus control entity 328, Opus 
schedule entity 329, Opus alarm type 331, Opus point group 
332, and Opus site category 333. Opus control entity 328 may 
have an input from Opus control entity UI field editor 321, 
and may pertain to a name instance. Opus schedule entity 329 
may have an input from Opus schedule entity UI field editor 
322, and may pertain to a named instance. Opus alarm type 
331 may have an input from Opus alarm type UI field editor 
323, and may pertain to a named instance. Opus point group 
332 may have an input from Opus point group field editor 
324, and may pertain to a named instance. Opus site category 
333 may have an input from Opus site category field editor 
325, and may pertain to a named instance. 
0168 A control system 334 may receive an input from 
Opus control entity 328, and relate to a field controller or wire 
sheet. A schedule 335 may receive an input from Opus sched 
ule entity 329, and relate to a time and a week/month/Boolean 
schedule. An alarm extension 336 may receive an input from 
Opus alarm type 331, and relate to an alarm definition. A 
history extension 337 may receive an input from Opus point 
group 332, and relate to a history definition. Site 338 may 
receive an input from Opus site category 333, and relate to a 
site Enterprise model element. 
0169. The component at symbol 313 and symbol 327 may 
be extended to Support naming a new configuration compo 
nent. An existing field editor component, such as, for 
example, Opus control entity UI field editor at symbol 321, 
may be copied and modified to relate to the new configuration 
component. 
0170 The Opus user interface list control is a general 
purpose design consisting of base components that may be 
extended and modified to support this same naming function 
ality for new component types created in future implementa 
tions. The current implementation may apply the Opus user 
list control feature to control entities, schedule entities, alarm 
types, point groups and site categories. 
(0171 FIG. 56 is a diagram 320 which provides a user 
interface flow and data flow for using the Opus user interface 
list control to set the Opus control entity 314 name. This flow 
may be similar for the Opus schedule entity 315, alarm type 
316, history point group 317 and Opus site category 318 
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names, as shown in diagrams 330,340,350 and 360 of FIGS. 
57, 58,59 and 60, respectively. Theses diagrams may relate to 
act naming and the Opus architect client. 
0172. There may be a start 341 with navigation to a control 
Subsystem configuration at Symbol 342. An Opus control 
entity property may be attached to a root of the Subsystem 
configuration at symbol 343. The control entity may be 
instantiated at control entity property 344 in OpusXCM345. 
A question of assigning a new name may be asked at symbol 
346. If the answer is no, then a drop down list is shown at 
symbol 347. The list may be filled from a data store Opus 
control entity list 348 in the Opus supervisor server 349. An 
existing name may be selected from the list at symbol 351. 
The name may be set to the control entity property at symbol 
352. The set name may be provided to control entity property 
344 at OpusXCM345. After symbol 352, then the approach 
may come to a stop 355. 
0173 However, if the answer to the question at symbol 
346 of assigning a new name is yes, then the name text may be 
entered at symbol 354. The Opus control entity list 348 at 
Opus supervisor server 349 may be appended with the new 
name from symbol 354. The name from symbol 354 may be 
set to the control entity property at symbol 352. The set name 
may be provided to control entity property 344 at OpusXCM 
345. After symbol 352, then the approach may come to a stop 
355. 

(0174 FIG. 57 is a diagram 330 which provides a user 
interface flow and data flow for using the Opus user interface 
list control to set the Opus schedule entity 315 name. There 
may be a start 341 with navigation to a schedule Subsystem 
configuration at symbol 356. An Opus schedule entity prop 
erty may be attached to a root of the Subsystem configuration 
at symbol 357. The schedule entity may be instantiated at 
schedule entity property 358 in OpusXCM345. A question of 
assigning a new name may be asked at symbol 359. If the 
answer is no, then a drop down list is shown at symbol 361. 
The list may be filled from a data store Opus schedule entity 
list 362 in the Opus supervisor server 349. An existing name 
may be selected from the list at symbol 363. The name may be 
set to the schedule entity property at symbol 364. The set 
name may be provided to schedule entity property 358 at 
Opus XCM345. After symbol 364, then the approach may 
come to a stop 355. 
0.175. However, if the answer to the question at symbol 
359 of assigning a new name is yes, then the name text may be 
entered at symbol 365. The Opus schedule entity list 362 at 
Opus supervisor server 349 may be appended with the new 
name from symbol 365. The name from symbol 365 may be 
set to the schedule entity property at symbol 364. The set 
name may be provided to schedule entity property 358 at 
Opus XCM345. After symbol 364, then the approach may 
come to a stop 355. 
0176 FIG. 58 is a diagram 40 which provides a user inter 
face flow and data flow for using the Opus user interface list 
control to set the Opus alarm type 16 name. There may be a 
start 41 with navigation to an alarm Subsystem configuration 
at Symbol 66. An Opus alarm type property may be attached 
to a root of the subsystem configuration at symbol 67. The 
alarm type may be instantiated at alarm type property 68 in 
Opus XCM 45. A question of assigning a new name may be 
asked at symbol 69. If the answer is no, then a drop down list 
is shown at symbol 71. The list may be filled from a data store 
Opus alarm type list 72 in the Opus supervisor server 49. An 
existing name may be selected from the list at symbol 73. The 
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name may be set to the alarm type property at symbol 74. The 
set name may be provided to alarm type property 68 at Opus 
XCM 45. After symbol 74, then the approach may come to a 
stop 55. 
0177. However, if the answer to the question at symbol 69 
of assigning a new name is yes, then the name text may be 
entered at symbol 75. The Opus alarm type list 72 at Opus 
supervisor server 49 may be appended with the new name 
from symbol 75. The name from symbol 75 may be set to the 
alarm type property at symbol 74. The set name may be 
provided to alarm type property 68 at Opus XCM 45. After 
symbol 74, then the approach may come to a stop 55. 
(0178 FIG. 59 is a diagram 350 which provides a user 
interface flow and data flow for using the Opus user interface 
list control to set the Opus point group 317 name. There may 
be a start 341 with navigation to a point Subsystem configu 
ration at symbol 376. An Opus point group property may be 
attached to a root of the Subsystem configuration at symbol 
377. The point group may be instantiated at point group 
property 378 in Opus XCM345. A question of assigning a 
new name may be asked at symbol 379. If the answer is no, 
then a drop down list is shown at symbol 381. The list may be 
filled from a data store Opus point group list 382 in the Opus 
supervisor server 349. An existing name may be selected 
from the list at symbol 383. The name may be set to the point 
group property at symbol 384. The set name may be provided 
to point group property 378 at OpusXCM345. After symbol 
384, then the approach may come to a stop 355. 
(0179. However, if the answer to the question at symbol 
379 of assigning a new name is yes, then the name text may be 
entered at symbol 385. The Opus point group list382 at Opus 
supervisor server 349 may be appended with the new name 
from symbol 385. The name from symbol 385 may be set to 
the point group property at symbol 384. The set name may be 
provided to point group property 378 at Opus XCM 345. 
After symbol 384, then the approach may come to a stop 355. 
0180 FIG. 60 is a diagram 360 which provides a user 
interface flow and data flow for using the Opus user interface 
list control to set the Opus site category 318 name. There may 
be a start 341 with navigation to a site category configuration 
at symbol 386. An Opus site category property may be 
attached to a root of the Subsystem configuration at symbol 
387. The site category may be instantiated at site category 
property 388 in Opus XCM345. A question of assigning a 
new name may be asked at symbol 389. If the answer is no, 
then a drop down list is shown at symbol 391. The list may be 
filled from a data store Opus site category list392 in the Opus 
supervisor server 349. An existing name may be selected 
from the list at symbol 393. The name may be set to the site 
category property at symbol 394. The set name may be pro 
vided to site category property 388 at Opus XCM345. After 
symbol 394, then the approach may come to a stop 355. 
0181. However, if the answer to the question at symbol 
389 of assigning a new name is yes, then the name text may be 
entered at symbol 395. The Opus site category list 392 at 
Opus supervisor server 349 may be appended with the new 
name from symbol 395. The name from symbol 395 may be 
set to the site category property at symbol 394. The set name 
may be provided to site category property 388 at OpusXCM 
345. After symbol 394, then the approach may come to a stop 
355. 
0182 FIG. 61 is a general diagram 370 which provides a 
user interface flow and data flow for using the Opus user 
interface list control to set a component name. There may be 
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a start 341 with navigation to a component configuration at 
symbol 396. A component name property may be attached to 
a root of the component configuration at symbol 397. The 
component name property may be instantiated at component 
name property 398 in OpusXCM345. A question of assign 
ing a new name may be asked at symbol 399. If the answer is 
no, then a drop down list is shown at symbol 401. The list may 
be filled from a data store component list 402 in the Opus 
supervisor server 349. An existing name may be selected 
from the list at symbol 403. The name may be set to the 
component name property at symbol 404. The set name may 
be provided to component name property 398 at Opus XCM 
345. After symbol 404, then the approach may come to a stop 
355. 
0183 However, if the answer to the question at symbol 
399 of assigning a new name is yes, then the name text may be 
entered at symbol 405. The component list 402 at Opus super 
visor server 349 may be appended with the new name from 
symbol 405. The name from symbol 405 may be set to the 
component name property at symbol 404. The set name may 
be provided to component name property 398 at Opus XCM 
345. After symbol 404, then the approach may come to a stop 
355. 
0184. In the present specification, some of the matter may 
be of a hypothetical or prophetic nature although stated in 
another manner or tense. 
0185. Although the present system has been described 
with respect to at least one illustrative example, many varia 
tions and modifications will become apparent to those skilled 
in the art upon reading the specification. It is therefore the 
intention that the appended claims be interpreted as broadly 
as possible in view of the prior art to include all such varia 
tions and modifications. 

1. A site category approach for viewing components, com 
prising: 

connecting to a Supervisor, 
navigating to a component console; 
requesting components from a database; and 
filtering component records on a site category in a view of 

the component console. 
2. The approach of claim 1, wherein: 
the database comprises an component collection; and 
the component collection is provided by the site controller. 
3. The approach of claim 2, wherein: 
the site controller comprises a site controller enterprise 

model element set; 
the site controller enterprise model element set comprises 

an enterprise model site element; and 
the enterprise model site element comprises a site category 

property. 
4. The approach of claim3, wherein the enterprise model is 

appended with a site category to components. 
5. The approach of claim 4, wherein components are 

selected out from the site controller model enterprise element 
set and provided to the database. 

6. The approach of claim 1, wherein a component is an 
alarm. 

7. A site category approach for viewing histories, compris 
ing: 

connecting to a Supervisor, 
navigating to a history viewer, 
selecting a site category to view history; and 
selecting sites for a selected site category. 
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8. The approach of claim 7, further comprising: 
Selecting a controller and history points; 
retrieving history logs from a database in a Supervisor data 

server; and 
viewing history data in the history logs. 
9. The approach of claim 8, wherein: 
the database comprises a history collection; and 
the history collection is provided by the site controller. 
10. The approach of claim 9, wherein: 
the site controller comprises a site controller enterprise 

model element set; 
the site controller enterprise model element set comprises 

an enterprise model site element; and 
the enterprise model site element comprises a site category 

property. 
11. The approach of claim 10, wherein the enterprise model 

is appended with a site category to history logs. 
12. The approach of claims 11, wherein history logs are 

selected out from the site controller enterprise model element 
set and provided to the database. 

13. A site category approach for navigating to sites, com 
prising: 

navigating to a main table view: 
retrieving enterprise model elements from an enterprise 

element tree node in a Supervisor data server, 
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showing a list of site categories; and 
Selecting a site category. 
14. The approach of claim 13, further comprising: 
showing a list of sites in the selected category; and 
selecting a site from the list of sites in the selected category. 
15. The approach of claim 14, further comprising: 
selecting a site controller; and 
connecting to the site controller. 
16. An approach for adding a site category comprising: 
accessing a user interface console; 
connecting to a Supervisor, 
navigating to a site node in a site navigation tree; 
obtaining access to an enterprise model site element; and 
adding a site category entity to the enterprise model site 

element. 
17. The approach of claim 16, wherein the site category 

entity comprises a site category property. 
18. The approach of claim 16, further comprising updating 

a site controller with a site property. 
19. The approach of claim 16, wherein the enterprise model 

site element is in the Supervisor. 
20. The approach of claim 16, wherein the enterprise model 

site element is in the site controller. 
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